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Educational Policy Through Service
Learning: Preparation for Citizenship and
Civic Participation
Susan G. Forman and Louise C. Wilkinson

ABSTRACT: This article describes a course designed to prepare undergraduate
students to participa~ _ef!ec_~v;ly_ i~. c;i'?~--~-fe --~:Ud_ in pub~c deci~ons about eduC(ltion
and schi)Oling.:_':~~:1wr-co.~·,:j:!tF1-ttd.~.::-~:::~f'.¥'5R~tio-n •of-:-the:>-tlieotetl¢al: and-:·eonceptllill
':~liSfi;-'Of_:ci.vie-:fflport:sibiUt}>:e~\f:;S~ryre¢.-l~g;-·:a review of the process of educational
pollcymaking, and an in·depth exploration of a number of current educational policy
issues. The course is taught with service learning pedagogy. Experiences in a service
placement yield personal knowledge that has the potential to inform students' critical
analysis of theoretical, research, and policy literature and to make students more
effective active classroom learners.

Each day newspapers and newscasts across the country describe a
multitude of problems associated with public schools and the education of children and youth. Some of these problems are related to
the structure, organization, and management of school systems such
as inequities in school finance and the misuse of funds, power, and
authority. Others are related to the cognitive and academic achievement of students such as poor test scores and poor student reading,
writing, and math skills. Still other problems are related to emotional, behavioral, and/or social issues such as school violence, sub-stance abuse, and teenage sexuality/pregnancy.
Despite substantial public concern about these issues and despite
the fact that schools are public institutions and should therefore funcSusan G. Forman is Vice President for Undergraduate Education at Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey. She obtained her B.A. and her M.S. at the University of
Rhode Island and her Ph.D. in School Psychology at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. Vice President Forman is responsible for oversight of university·wide
curriculum and teaching issues and has substantially expanded service learning
courses as a means of increasing students' understanding of citizenship. Louise C.
Willcinson is Dean of the Graduate School of Education at Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey. Her B.A. is from Oberlin College, her Ed.M. from Harvard
University, and her Ph.D. in Human Development also from Harvard. Dean
Wilkinson's interests in education span primary through higher education and include
a focus on teacher education and how educational policies are formulated and
implemented.
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tion with citizen input, many citizens feel unable to influence the
manner in which public schools function and attempt to address serious societal and individual problems. Even teachers and other pro·
fessional staff members, although well-trained for their specific roles,
may feel powerless to effect the larger systemic change that is needed
to address these problems. Unfortunately, institutions of higher education may have contributed to the development of this situation by
failing to educate students about the manner in which the education
system functions and the role of citizens in the provision of educational programs and services.
At universities, systems and educational policy issues are typically
addressed in educational policy courses. These courses are generally
reserved for graduate students in education and usually taught only
to advanced graduate students in doctoral programs. This situation
promotes the belief that the educational policymaking process is one
reserved for highly trained educational policy professionals. Thus,
there is promotion of the perception that neither the general public
nor nonadministrative school sta..f'f can acquire the knowledge and
skills needed to influence our educational systems.
As indicated by the curricular structure described above, a substantial number of academics think the current manner in which
educational policy courses are offered is desirable and believe the
knowledge and skills of educational policymaking are so complex
that they are best left to highly trained professionals: Although desirable from some academic viewpoints, this situation runs contrary
to one of the major tenets of this nation's democracy: that it is imperative that the general population participate in the governing
process.
Public educational services are provided by and regulated by the
various levels of government through the public schools. It is therefore within the rights and responsibilities of this nation's citizens to
participate in setting policy for these schools. Dewey (1916) believed
that government exists in a democratic society to serve its community and that the community must share in selecting its governors
and determining their policies. To accomplish their mission to produce an educated citizenry. it is incumbent upon colleges and universities to address this crucial area.
Lack of public participation in addressing educational policy issues
may be a specific instance of the broader problem of lack of civic

participation (Putnam, 1996). Much has been written in the popular
and academic literature about the failure of today's government to
address pressing educational and social issues and about the alienation of citizens from their government. In an examination of issues
related to the failures of contemporary political leadership, Barber
(1993) contends that democracy requires both effective leadership
and vigorous citizenship and that the current conditions of leadership
seem to undermine strong citizenship. Barber explains that we have
settled for strong leaders and weak citizens and that strong leaders
have made Americans weak citizens and that government institutions
have distanced the citizenry from the government.
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As a consequence, when faced by crisis-when leadership has failed

them-the American people have turned not to themselves or the civic
resourcefulness of their fellow citizens, but to a futile and self-exonerating quest for new and better leaders. (p. 163)
Civic participation has been a longstanding issue of concern in
the growth of democracy. Warnings about the possibility of the development of our current condition, in which most of the citizenry
is uninvolved in civic life, appeared as early as the 1830s when the
French social philosopher Tocqueville offered an analysis of the relationship between character and society in Democracy in America
(1835/1960). He described the mores of Americans, which he called

"habits of the heart", and showed how they helped to fonn American
character. He identified participation in local politics as one factor
that helped create the type of person who could sustain a connection
to a wider political community and thus support the maintenance
of free institutions. He warned that some aspects of .the American
character, which he called "individualism", might eventually isolate
Americans from one another and thereby undermine the condition
of freedom.
More recently, Robert Bellah, in Habits of the Heart (1985), re-

ported on the results of interviews with 200 Americans. Bellah described the current American lifestyle as a self-centered one, devoted
to personal ambition and consumerism. In a discussion of the need
to reinvigorate participation in civic life, he suggested that universities shift their current focus on individual careerism to developing
in students the skills and knowledge needed for civic participation.
The documented continuing decline in civic participation in the past

Educational Policy
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few years (Putnam, 1996) underscores the urgency of this call for a
greater emphasis on development of civic interest and skills.

The Course: Educational Policy and the Lives of Children
What follows is a description of an educational policy course for
undergraduate liberal arts majors taught with service learning ped.
agogy. The course was developed as one institution's response to the
need to prepare undergraduate students to participate effectively in
civic life and to understand education and public schooling as one of
the major areas in which decisions are made and programs and services are provided by government. Service learning is a pedagogy that
fosters the development of the skills and knowledge needed for participation in civic life. It is a means of developing individuals who
are knowledgeable about societal problems and issues, have an understanding of the role and responsibilities of citizens in a democratic
society, and are experienced in skills necessary for effective civic participation and service. The course was developed in conjunction with
Rutgers University's Citizenship and Service Education (CASE) Program, which provides a range of service learning courses across the
curriculum that link academic subject matter to larger societal issues
in a variety of disciplines.

Goals of the Course
The goals of the course, entitled "Changing the Lives of Children
in Schools: Educational Policy Through Service Learning", and an
overview of content and process are first presented to students in
the following course description that they receive before making their
course selections.
The success of our schools in educating children will in large part determine the future success of our society. It is essential that citizens
participate in decisionmaking concerning the manner in which schools
operate. This course will provide an introduction to the educational
policymaking process and major policy issues facing public schools.
We will explore how public decisions about schooling are made and
how they effect the lives of children and adolescents. We will examine
major policy issues public schools are confronting; findings from the
research literature regarding how these issues can be addressed; and
the manner in which local, state, and federal policy currently address

these issues. We will discuss topics such as assessm~nt, grouping,
school violence, substance abuse, and adolescen~ sexuality. .
Readings for the course v.·ill include case studies, research literature
reviews, policy literature, and regulatory literature. We wi~l meet_ v?th
individuals involved in local and state level educ_ational ~ohcy ~eCislOn
making. In addition, you will have :::U. op~ort~ty to ~am an_ 1~-d:pth
understanding of the issues by parbcrpatmg m a sem~e acttV1ty It;< a
school setting. Through the readings and _personal expenences result~g
from this class you will become aware of 1ssues that need further actlon
and better understand the mechanisms by which change can be
achieved.

Course Content: Current Issues and the Policymaking Process
The semester course, which is team taught and has 15-20 students, starts with an examination of the theoretical and c?~ceptual
bases of civic responsibility and service learning_- In ad~tlon, the
process of educational policymaking is expl~red. SIX educational ~ol
icy issues are then studied in depth. These Issues meet ~he followmg
criteria: a) currently written about in the popular press, o) addressed
by policy literature, c) connected to an ~s~g body of r~search!thed) deemed by the instructors to be significant. The Issues focus
ory,
· aV "al fun ti n
on student cognitive functioning, student emotion soci . c o ing and school operation and consist of assessment, groupmgftracking: schocil violence, substance abuse, teenage sexuality, and school
finance.
.
Time constraints of the course preclude the possibility of covenng,
in depth, all significant educational policy issues on the sta~ and
national agenda. However, students are given the opportumty _to
identify other key issues, in addition to the six se_lected _by the mstructors. Students then research these issues, wnte maJOr papers,
and give class presentations.
.
.
.
To stimulate students' thinking and to proVlde real-life grounding
for abstract policy processes and issues, a variety of cas_e studies are
assigned as readings during the :first weeks of clas_s. First, students
read and prepare for discussion a s~t of ~ase: studies that appeare~
in the New York Times in 1993, entitled Children of the Shadows.
This series was the result of investigative reportmg on the ~ves of
ten inner city children and youth. In both first-person narrative and
journalistic expository form, each case provides the. story about ~
individual and his or her relationship to school. Us~g case stt:ili:es
as the first readings in the course also serves to establish the validity
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of personal experience early in the course and thereby to encoura
students to participate in class discussion.
ge
In addition to these case studies about individual children, the stu.
dents read Lives on the Boundary (Rose, 1989) a narrative account

them while still allowing student learning, given the skills of the
student.
The service placement serves a number of pedagogical functions.
Through a service placement students work in a setting in which
community and societal problems related to a particular discipline
exist and thereby gain first-hand knowledge of the manner in which
information from an academic discipline is used or has the potential
to be used in the larger society. Thus, participation in the service
placement helps to link the disciplinary focus of the course to personal experience and to the larger society. For this course, potential
placements are developed prior to the beginning of the semester and
are finalized after students describe their interests. Students are
placed in local urban and suburban schools in a variety of capacities.
Students have worked in a range of grade levels, in both regular
and special ed~cation classes as classroom aides, in a school nurse's
office, and in the school district superintendent's office.
Experiences in the service setting yield personal knowledge that
should inform students' critical analysis of theoretical and research
literature and thus make them more effective active learners. These
experiences also help to keep class participation at a very high level,
because of the personal involvement. As a result of dealing with
some aspects of the course content first-hand in a real-world situation, students feel that they have a basis for stating their thoughts
and opinions about class readings and the instructors' classroom
statements. The placement experience gives students the background necessary to respond to and challenge readings and the instructors' ideas.
· In addition, while learning experientially, students make a useful
contribution to the community. This contribution will help them gain
an understanding of how they can participate in their communities
throughout their lives.
The other defining pedagogical feature of the course is the emphasis on class discussion which accounts for approximately 75% of class
time. Although there are lectures and presentations by the instructors, individual guest speakers, and guest panels, there is an emphasis on student participation and critical analysis of the
statements of "experts" (including those of the instructors).
The importance of student classroom participation is emphasized
from the beginning of the course. Students are told that one of the
purposes of the course is to prepare them for one of their roles as
citizens in a democratic s~ciety: participation in decisionmaking

of the author's own journey from an impoverished childhood where
s~hool was minimally helpful to him, to his own work with inner
c1ty y.o?"th as a teacher, and then as a college professor. Savage Jn.
equalLttes (Kozol, 1992) provides a final set of case studies of failed
urban school systems. Class discussion then bridges case study and
policy issues.
For each of the major policy issues discussed in class, the students
~ead reviews o~ research ~d t~eoretical literature as well as policy
hterature. Dunng class discussions, students' service placement ex·
p~riences relative _to the policy issue at hand are considered along
Wlth the case studies and research, theoretical, and policy literature.
The gaps and discrepancies between these sources of information are
highlighted. The students learn to search for and identifY the differences in what the research and theoretical literature state what the
policymakers have done, and what they are seeing first-ha~d in their
school service placements. The instructors do not attempt to reduce
the complexity and tension resulting from review of an issue from
several points of view: research, theory, policy, and experience. In
fact, the differences among these are emphasized.

Service Learning Pedagogy: Process in Support of Outcomes

'

i
i

The defining characteristic of all service learning courses is par·
ticipation in a community service placement. In this course each stu·
dent serves four hours per week in some capacity in a local school
setting.
The placements are "service learning" placements in that both the
school and the student gain from participation. In developing the
placement, the K-12 school personnel are asked to define a capacity
in which the student can work that would be useful for the school
and at the same time would allow the student to observe and learn
about school operation and student functioning and development.
Th~s, the s_ervice learning placement is different from a practicum
or mternship placement because it is devised for the equal benefit
of both the school and the student. School personnel determine the
capacity in which the student will work that will be most useful for
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about public schooling. The instructors also state that the issues to
be explOred in class do not yet have answers and that the students
and their peers will hopefully advance better solutions than currently
exist. This immediately establishes a participatory set for the course;
although the instructors and the readings convey current knowledge,
this knowledge has not provided satisfactory solutions to the problems schools face. It will be up to the students to work at finding
those solutions throughout their lives. Participation in class is presented by the instructors as preparation for lifetime participation regarding course~related issues.
The relationship between the service placement and classroom participation is also emphasized. The service placement is presented as
a means through which students can gain first-hand knowledge about
the issues and problems to be discussed. in the course. The students
are told that their service experiences will give them important
knowledge about the nature of the issues with which the class will
be dealing. As a result of this first-hand knowledge their observations
about these issues will be as important as those of the instructors
and guest speakers, or those expressed in the readings.
In order to maximize the teaching potential of the service placement and to prepare the students to discuss their service experiences in class, students are taught to make structured observations
and keep "critical incident" journals. Instructors lecture, model, and
give feedback to students to teach them these skills. The structured
observation is presented as a means of focusing attention on important aspects of the setting and situation, such as the nature of the
physical setting, the characteristics of the individuals involved, and
the activities as well as verbal and nonverbal behavior of the individuals. The "critical incident" journal provides a written record of
some of the events that occur in the service placement. Students
are asked to write about an incident that occurred each week in
their service placement which they felt affected their view of schools
and/or children. The observations and journal entries are discussed
in class weekly. During the discussion the observations and critical
incidents are related to class readings and class discussion of theoretical, research, and policy information. Thus, the information
gained by the students in their service placements is valid for discussion in the same way as are other more traditional academic
sources of information. Some examples from the student journals
follow.

•

d?" I asked to break the ice.
tlmesim.inute!!) Michael
(Meanwhile, my heart ~ hil ;umbling loud enough for me
takes out his math boo 1w e derstand~ what I'm going
to hear: "If she andy umnebody to understand me, that's
through · · · I 3·ust nee sot · ht in the eyes an d sru.·a , "See •
all." Then he looked at me s rrughr h orse things, and that
that he went t oug w
h"
my father told me
H kn
what I'm going throug ·
I'll be doing just fine. e ows ld stop spinning around me.
Just for a moment, I felt the ":o\ h
d I didn't know what
I couldn't believe what I ~ad ks ~~~t it seemed to include
exactly was that he was gomg t t oug , Teachers tend to get
more than J~St hi~ sc~o~ ~~:t ~~h·a~l· . . . Nearly giving _up
really impatient With
ali
··h them by constant scolding
on that one student and d: ~g ~; them any good. (journal of
and yelling is just not gomg o
.
· first grade class)
inklin' 0 f
student servmg m
ek I also heard my first
gs
• Strangely enough, l_ast we
6- ear-olds. I already knew
boy-uirl relationships between h Y ker and differently than
o~
· g up roue qwc
.
these kids were groWlll .
I h ard a couple of kids talking
I did. . . . Before storytlme, " e
It's things like this that
about playing "Spm the Bottle.
bo~t the future when I read
make me more and more worn~ ab.ll are about to be pushed
.
nly sex education I s
.
· fi t
that abstinence~
.
1 of student servmg In rs
through the leg>slature. Gourna

"Hi, Mike, you want to

ge~:::: 3oo

d.

•

grade class)
fits
d protections for teachers :hat
The union fights for bene. ~ t conflict with educatiOn.
in some instances are In Ire\ ake decisions only on the
Administrators, _as a resul~=~tr:ors become overwhelmed
criteria of lea.rn:ng. · · ·
and balancing budgets, educators
with implementing ma;da~~ rotecting themselves from
are more concerne ~I all ihe time students becom~ t?-e
administrat~rs. · · : anal of student serving in school distnct
secondary pnonty. (joum
superintendent's offi~~~ t being concerned about the ESL
• I can't go about WI ~
able of comprehending wha:'s
children who ar_e not
Y cap How can they still learn m
going on in their classesb :li· .
understand English? . . . I
school without the full a 1 ty ll'
t the two or three ESL
frequently saw the teacher Y~;rr~rs or when they simply
students when they made sm.
All they seem to need is a
couldn't understand the questions.

i.o
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prohib.ti
little
bit of explanation.
me . need not
Childr
mean
unrea
One comment that seemed to articulate the intended link between
but
d1scipr
en may
need to bl
be d.isctplined,
· .
fir t
don, or discouragement. (journal fsotunad e scolding 11e service placement and class discussion was as follows.
• The class was excellent. It was unique in that everyone could
1
0
s gra e class)
s
ent senring In
·'
contribute to discussion without any prior coursework

~

___,...•. -... -·~-··-""'~

Course Evaluation and Conclusions
e course has been evaluated in thr

reqmrements. Everyone has gone to school; and, through the

.

gave us enough background to participate intelligently in

resteponshes. Through the University-wid ee wdays, all_ mvolving student
discussing education.
emg and
the instru
poorest
ti
usmg
point
seal
ra
e course
e stu sent
rating
form
with t one
b.
cto rsoneightitem
. a five
' stud
ents S everal stud ent comments mdicated
. .
that one of t h e maJor
. goals
contains open-ended question:a
five_ the best. The form a] e, for the course had been achieved: to develop an understanding of the
of the course. An additional
g posttive and negative asp
need to participate in the educational policymaking process.
The course has made me want to take an active role in my
children's schooling in the future, and it has made me angry
open-ended questions about th';
evaluation form
dents are asked to rovi
qu ty of the course. Finall th
s • that there are so many parents who don't.
I've never before been interested in politics or policy or the
(1) What ,!re
t::::n tresponses to the
governor, and now I have a great interest in these things.
mS s course? (2) What are your : rmportant concepts you learned
This course has encouraged me to be actively involved in
tudent ratings have be
o unanswered questions?
•
education with a knowledgeable background on certain
cours
h
b
en
very
positive
Th
·
•
.
e as een rated as 4.5. The mean .
e mean quality of the
mstructors has been rated as 4 58 Ra ~aching effectiveness of the
substantive issues.
I feel very motivated to being active in the educational system,
have all been above 4.50.
. .
tings on the following items
• I can now say I'd like to serve on the board of education in
whatever school district my children attend.
• The
instructo
·
r was
prepared for c1ass and presented material
m
organized
manner.
In response to the question about the most important concepts in
• The
mstructor responded effiectively
.
questions.
to student comments
d the course, the most frequent responses related to inequities in fund• Th .
an
ing between school districts and difficulties in funding all school dise ~structor generated intere .
• The mstructor had
. . st m the course material
tricts. A second often cited concept was "the importance of the familY
. understandin
a positive attitud e t oward assisting
· all
s tudents m
in properlY preparing and motivating a child for school."
• The instructi a]
g course material
In their responses regarding unanswered questions, the students
on methods en
·
have made it clear that they understood that the issues discussed
• I learned a great deal ,· thi couraged student learning.
n
s course.
in class remained without definitive solutions.
The open-ended questions indi te
pee~
of the course have been theca that the two most positive asWhat I think is at the same time the most important concept
con ucted and the community se w_ay ~ which class discussions are
• and the most unanswered question is the problem of dealing
• I liked the fi
.
mce p acements in the schools.
jr
with inner-city schools.
controversial ~~~:~sIt encouraged more open discussion of
A number of students have also illustrated their new under• The class format w~s d.
.
standing of and concern about the relationship between politics and
~tudents to get involved ::~:~on
based. This enabled all
education in their responses regarding unanswered questions.
mstructors but from each th
o er. us learn not only from the

n~d

re~

qu~ons:

ru:

t~:

e~-based

~

con~
foil:~; :~
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With the new elected officials in office, what can be done to
make education one of their priorities?
After the election, how will it be now?
How will all these issues be resolved? Wiii it be through
community/parental involvement in a positive way?

In evaluating courses, most instructors have both overt and covert
criteria. The overt criteria can typically be found by looking at the
course syllabus where learning goals or objectives are stated. These
goals usually relate to knowledge acquisition, and attainment is typiM
cally evaluated through tests and/or papers. The covert criteria may
not be stated in a public way but are present in the instructor's
thoughts. For the instructor, they answer the question, "'How will I
know if this course really worked? Through what evidence will I
judge this course to be successful?"
The papers and other written products produced by the students
in this class were outstanding. However, even more important was
the level of class discussion and the students' indications that they
would continue to participate in civic life after the course and the
service placement terminated. The emphasis on student involvement
and class participation, along with the use of a community service
placement, appears to have provided the teaching and learning conditions necessary for both short- and potential long-term change in
student knowledge, attitudes, and behavior.
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Strategic Planning: Evolution of a Model
Thomas S. Barker and Howard W. Smith, Jr.

ABSTRACT: In the 1990s many institutions are faced with pressures to serve the
needs of society while facing declining financial resources. This increases the need for
institutions to properly plan for the future. The literature shows that many
institutions have not embraced the need for strategic planning. This article reviews
the systems approach to strategic planning as a method to enhance the planning
processes. Planning models in the literature were examined, and a new model
specifically oriented to institutions of higher education is presented. The model uses
the concepts of the systems approach, combines elements of models in the literature,
and shows the relationships and responsibilities of elements of the institution.

In the 1990s, colleges and universities have been under pressure by
many constituencies to become more accountable, to become attuned
to concerns of society (e.g., equal opportunity for underrepresented
groups and barrier-free access to buildings and facilities), and to
serve the needs of society and business. At the same time they are
coping with higher costs to students as tuition and fees increase and
outside funding decreases. Public institutions in particular are feeling
the pinch as the federal government turn.s more programs and the
funding for these programs over to the states. 1 They must also compete with other interests as state legislatures scramble for funds to
meet growing demands from various constituents.
The interest and attention devoted to strategic planning in the literature shows that more institutions, businesses, and even goVernments are recognizing the necessity for strategic planning. This is
happening with no increase in funding for public institutions when
strategic planning is mandated. In this environment, it is necessary
for institutions to carefully shepherd available funds and to use these
Thomas S. Barker holds a B.S.B.A. from Christopher Newport University, an M.B.A.
from Old Dominion University, and a Ph.D. in Higher Education from the University
of North Texas. He is a principal in an educational consulting fum and has written
on international education and technology transfer. Special interests include
international education, developing countries, and cross-cultural ethics. Howard W.
Smith is currently Professor of Higher Education and Interim Dean of the College of
Education at the University of North Texas. He holds a B.S. in Education from
Southwest Missouri State College and M.Ed. and Ed..D. degrees from the University
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